
Christian

The  13th  Apostle, God’s  Immortal
Soldier  Against   Evil…



CHRISTIAN
The battle between Heaven and Hell is 
fought in the shadows of earth.
CHRISTIAN is a blend of religious 
fantasy mixed with historical fact.
Taking place in modern day, our Hero 
will have vehement flashbacks
throughout history, taking us on an 
intricate journey through time.

Our story begins when Lucifer finally 
discovers a way back into heaven, vying 
to cause an uprising on earth.

But the path isn’t easy.

A spell must be deciphered, 6 ancient 
relics gathered and a special Nephilium 
(half-Angel, half-human) discovered. If 
successful, Lucifer plans to open the 
gates of Heaven, summoning the
legions of Hell to overthrow God, the 
father that banished him.

Christian and his team are Heaven’s 
only hope of stopping Lucifer’s revolt.





  VISUAL STYLE + 

ACTION DESIGN

Visually, CHRISTIAN will be a mix of 
Neo Noir and Chiaroscuro styles with 
strong tonal contrasts between light 
and dark. This accentuation will  
highlight the struggle between the  
world of good and evil that Christian 
and his team reside in, both in past and 
present.

The Action Design of the show reflects 
fantasy with a grounded reality. It will  
highlight the gritty, dark and brutal 
world Christian inhabits alongside
Angels and Demons with super human 
abilities.





CHARACTERS



Christian

A Roman slave in Jerusalem, he was 
struck down by leprosy and destined to 
perish.  Nearly at his last breath, he was 
visited by Jesus who healed him of his 
ailments. Christian vowed then and 

He kept his promise.

Soon after Jesus’s untimely crucifixion,  
Christian met his fate at the hand of  
ruthless Demons, but as Jesus rose, so 
did he.  Reborn an Immortal Warrior for 
God, he was tasked with protecting  
mankind and punishing evil. From the  
fall of the Roman Empire to the Salem 

Witch Trials and now the modern day 
battle against Lucifer, Christian  has 
vowed to destroy evil without prejudice.

TBD



Lucifer

One of the most notorious Fallen Angels  
of all time, Lucifer Morningstar is as
charming as he is ruthless. Once thought  
to be God's favorite angel until rebelling,  
he was cast out of Heaven to become 
ruler of Hell. Lucifer reluctantly ruled 
Hell for many eons, punishing the souls 
of deceased sinners for eternity.

Gaining a fearsome reputation, he is 
known by many names including the 
Devil, Satan, and Belial. When Lucifer 
plans to summon his legions to cause an 
uprising on earth, he is met full force by  
Christian and his team.

TBD



Jasmine Satiny

Committed: Ellen Hollman

A Gypsy Witch shunned by the
Satiny Clan for altering a supernatural 
event to save her sister, Jasmine is no  
stranger to sacrifices.

Under a gypsy spell, her age is frozen 
in time. Her unfading beauty is
known for luring the weak of heart,  
bending them to her  every whim. 
Never one to shy away from a profit,  
she now negotiates with  both sides - 
human and supernatural.  Jasmine 
often works alongside Christian and 
Philip…for a price.



Philip Azaria

TBD

Born in Boston in 1986,  Philip is a 
direct descendant of Matthew, one of  
Jesus’s 12 Disciples. Azaria, a name of 
Hebrew origin meaning “helped by 
God,” Philip is Christian’s Handler  
and answers to the Vatican. An
expert in Demonology and ancient  
artifacts, he’s also fluent in twelve
languages including those only spoken  
in the supernatural realm. Always
veering on the edge of caution, Philip  
is an essential part of Christians 
phalanx.



Abaddon

TBD
One of the first of the Fallen Angels, 
Abaddon fought loyally by Lucifer’s 
side in the battle for Heaven. A
convert to his cause and natural leader, 
he is Lucifer’s General on earth.

An imposing force, he is feared for his 
size and stature, never one to shy away 
from a fight. Abaddon poses a threat  
to all that oppose Lucifer, and will stop  
at nothing until all rituals are
completed and the uprising of Hell has 
begun on earth.



Sidney Brooks
TBD

A rare Nephilim with a soul, Sidney 
has yet to seek her place in a world 
where being half angel-half human 
exists only in fairy tales. To make
matters even more challenging,  she is 
now the key to Lucifer completing 
the final ritual to ascend into heaven.

With the constant worry of being 
hunted by Lucifer and his minions, 
Sidney finds solace with Christian 
and his team. But for how long?



Locations
Atlanta, Georgia



Christians Lair



Morningstar Investments



City  of   Atlanta,  Interiors   and  Exteriors







Season One  Guide
Pilot - Episode 1
Christian infiltrates Abaddon’s  Lair and discovers that Lucifer is making a move against God. 
Christian, Jasmine and Philip must quickly work out Lucifer’s plan, preventing Hell on earth.

Episode 2
Christian meets with Archangel Michael. Jasmine and Phillip investigate a supernatural death 
connected to Lucifer’s plan. Lori runs away from the Satiny Clan as Abaddon tracks down another 
relic.

Episode 3
Lucifer and Christian collide in a small town with a hidden secret. Phillip discovers the name of the 
Nephilim with a soul (Sidney). Jasmine and Philip search for Lori, only to discover she has made a deal  
with a deadly Demon who is looking for payment.

Episode 4
On orders from the Vatican, Phillip performs an exorcism that goes wrong, leaving himself possessed. 
Playing straight into Lucifers plan, Christian and Jasmine collect a relic and track down Sidney, placing 
her in a safe house.

Episode 5
Phillip, now possessed, destroys all the files on Lucifer  before Christian discovers him. Christian and 
Jasmine race to save Philip after he flees to Abaddon with a relic needed for Lucifer’s plan. Abaddon 
and Philip abduct Sidney from the safe house. Lori joins the team.



Episode 6
Christian infiltrates Abaddon’s coven and exorcizes Philip, bringing him back to the team. Jasmine  
and Lori find Sidney’s location and rescue her. Archangel Michael attacks Jasmine and Lori then  
takes Sidney. Abaddon tracks down the other relic for the ritual.

Episode 7
Archangel Michael plans to kill Sidney, ultimately ending Lucifer’s threat.  Christian battles Michael over 
Sidney’s life with Lucifer and Abaddon joining in.  Lucifer flees with Sidney and begins the ritual to 
influence Christian.  Christian’s dark side takes over leaving no creature safe in his path.

Episode 8
Christian, in a blood trance, tears through supernatural beings without prejudice. Abaddon searches for 
the last relic but is beaten to the punch. Philip and Gabriel hunt for Christian before he is lost forever. 
Lucifer abducts Lori and forces Jasmine to a make a crucial choice.

Episode 9
Jasmine delivers the final relic to Lucifer to save Lori. Philip and Gabriel save Christian but with 
great cost to the team. Jasmine makes a life altering discovery about Lori, unleashing an ancient power 
that could destroy the team.

Episode 10
Christian and the team gear up for the final battle against Lucifer. Lucifer has all the elements in place 
for the transformation ritual. If completed, Lucifer will ascend into Heaven with Hell to follow.  
Christian must make difficult choice to stop Lucifer, but Lucifer has a backup plan that changes 
Christian’s life forever.



Character  Style  Through  the  Ages

CHRISTIAN

LUCIFER



JASMINE

PHILIP



ABADDON

SIDNEY



FLASHBACKS + 

FANTASY









CHRISTIAN


